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Emerging reconfiguration techniques that include partial dynamic reconfiguration and
partial bitstream relocation have been addressed in the past in order to expose the flexibility
of field programmable gate array at runtime. Partial bitstream relocation is a technique
used to target a partial bitstream of a partial reconfigurable region (PRR) onto other
identical reconfigurable regions inside an FPGA, while partial dynamic reconfiguration is
used to target a single reconfigurable region. Prior works in this domain aim to minimize
“relocation time” with the help of on-chip or on-line processing. In this thesis, a novel PRR-
PRR relocation algorithm is proposed and implemented both in software and hardware.
Dedicated hardware architecture, called the accelerated relocation circuit (ARC), is designed
and presented for fast relocation. An analytical model is also proposed to evaluate the
performance of the PRR-PRR relocation algorithm and highlight the speed-up obtained by
the proposed hardware implementation. ARC has been tested on two categories of designs:
dynamically scalable systolic array designs and fault tolerant designs. It has been compared
against the software implementation of the algorithm, BiRF, hardware architecture for
bitstream relocation, and a software solution for bitstream relocation. An average speed-up
of 153x for ARC over BiRF is observed, with the additional advantage of not storing any
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bitstreams, thus saving invaluable block random access memory (BRAMs). Accuracy of
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
In this introductory chapter, the motivation for developing a faster relocation method-
ology for Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is discussed. The key contributions
of this thesis are presented next followed by an overview of the content presented in this
thesis.
1.1 Motivation
FPGA-based partial reconfiguration and relocation techniques are being increasingly
used to enhance dynamic scalability of systolic arrays and fault tolerance of space-based
processors. Partial bitstream relocation (PBR) has been pursued by the FPGA community
for the past five years for a variety of applications. Sreeramareddy et al. [1] show that
fast partial bitstream relocation techniques are helpful in supporting certain fault-tolerant
techniques, where time to replace a faulty circuit with the correct circuit (using relocation)
and restart the computation is critical to the performance. Sudarsanam et al. [2] have ex-
plored the applicability of PBR-based partial dynamic reconfiguration (PDR) to allow for
rapid rescaling of kernels for navigation and image processing in satellites. Another forward
looking application that motivated me to investigate fast circuit relocation is the potential
applicability in a 3D FPGA stack to mitigate hot-spot formation. This is potentially equiv-
alent to or more promising that code migration proposed by the many-core community to
mitigate hot spots.
1.2 Key Contributions
The key contributions of this thesis are:
1. A novel PRR-PRR relocation algorithm on FPGAs;
22. A dedicated hardware architecture for relocation, “Accelerated Relocation Circuit;” and
3. A performance model to analyze the algorithm.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Following the introduction section, the basics of FPGAs, an introduction to PDR and
early access partial reconfiguration (EAPR), a partial reconfiguration methodology from
Xilinx, is discussed in Chapter 2. It also gives an introduction on PBR and a literature
review on PDR and bitstream relocation. Chapter 3 presents the PRR-PRR algorithm
and also the performance model to analyze the algorithm. In Chapter 4, the software
implementation of the algorithm is given followed by a detailed description of the hardware
architecture, called the accelerated relocation circuit (ARC). An analysis of the software
and hardware implementation is also presented in this section. Results of the proposed
algorithm in comparison with previous works is presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 gives
the conclusions and the future work.
3Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Field Programmable Gate Arrays
A field programmable gate array (FPGA) is a semiconductor device which is made of
logic blocks that are connected with electrically programmable interconnections as shown in
fig. 2.1. These logic blocks can be re-programmed to perform different functions, which gives
them an advantage over application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) whose functionality
is fixed. This feature of re-programmability has led the FPGA to be used for prototyping
circuits. FPGAs can be programmed using hardware description languages (HDL) like
Verilog and VHDL. FPGAs were invented by Xilinx, and they are also the market leaders [3].
FPGAs can be used in a wide range of applications, few of them being telecommunication
base stations, televisions, in-car infotainment systems. A Xilinx FPGA is made up of various
blocks, digital clock manager (DCM), digital signal processing (DSP48) units, block RAMs
(BRAM), programmable interconnect points (PIP) and configurable logic blocks (CLB),
etc.
Fig. 2.1: General structure of an FPGA.
4CLBs can be used for implementing sequential as well as combinatorial logic. Each
CLB consists of four interconnected slices. Slices consist of look-up tables (LUT), flip-flops
(FF), multiplexers, and a few gates. There are two different types of slices in a CLB,
namely SliceL and SliceM. The basic difference being, the LUTs in SliceL can be used only
to implement logic, where as SliceM LUTs can be additionally configured as 16 × 1-bit
synchronous distributed RAM and shift registers. LUTs are implemented as multiple in-
puts single output blocks, with input varying depending on the FPGA family. For example,
a Virtex-4 FPGA has a 4-input 1-output LUT and any logic is broken down into 4-input
Boolean function. Logic with large number of inputs is implemented across multiple LUTs
and can be combined using multiplexers. Figure 2.2 shows the mapping of logic into a LUT.
The values in the f column are stored in the LUT and they are given as output by the LUT
depending on the inputs a, b, c, and d, which act as address lines.
Fig. 2.2: LUT mapping.
5The storage elements in a slice can be configured to function as either edge triggered D
flip-flops (D-FF) or level sensitive latches. The input of the D-FF can be directly driven by
the output of the LUT or can be driven from outside the CLB. In addition to the distributed
RAM, there are 18Kb BRAMs which offer minimal timing penalty. The number of BRAMs
depends on the type of the FPGA. Each BRAM can be configured for different aspect ratios,
ranging from 16K × 1, 8K × 2, to 512 × 36, meaning that the output port can have a width
ranging from 1 bit to 36 bits and the depth varying from 16K to 512K, respectively.
FPGAs have their share of advantages and disadvantages compared to alternate so-
lutions such as an ASIC. FPGAs have a faster time-to-market, as there are no layouts,
masks, or other manufacturing costs involved for system designers. There are no non-
recurring engineering costs (NRE) which are typically associated with ASICs. It has a
simple design cycle compared to ASICs, more predictable project cycle and the advantage
of re-programmability [4]. The disadvantages of an FPGA compared to an ASIC are higher
power consumption, increased chip area, and lower clock rates.
A “bitstream” is a file used to configure an FPGA. The design flow from HDL descrip-
tion to a bitstream is shown in fig. 2.3. The Xilinx synthesis tool takes the HDL design
description and generates the physical representation for the targeted FPGA. A netlist is
created at the end of this process. “Translate” merges this netlist and any constraint infor-
mation such as placement, I/O constraints, and outputs of a Xilinx native generic database
(NGD) file. After translation, “map” process takes the NGD file and runs a design rule
check and then maps the logic design to the specified FPGA. This outputs a native circuit
description (NCD) file, which is used in the next process. Xilinx’s place and route (PAR)
tool reads the NCD file and performs optimal placement and routing on the mapped device
primitives.
2.2 The Addressing Layout of Virtex-4 FPGA
Xilinx FPGAs are made up of small units called frames, which are addressable. A
frame is the smallest unit of granularity in the FPGA. In other words, the smallest unit
which can be read from or written to a FPGA is called one frame. All frames in the Virtex-
6Fig. 2.3: Design cycle for generating a bitstream.
74 have a fixed identical length of 1312 bits or 41 32-bit words. The address of a frame is
composed of five components and is stored in the frame address register (FAR), which is a
32-bit register. The five components that constitute a frame address are shown in fig. 2.4
[3].
The layout of a Virtex-4 SX35 chip is shown in fig. 2.5. The five components that
constitute a frame address are explained below with respect to this device, but are similar
to other Virtex family devices from Xilinx.
Top/Bottom: The FPGA is divided into two halves vertically called the top and bottom
wherein the frames in the top half of the FPGA are mirror images of the frames in the
bottom part of the chip.
Block Type: The FPGA is made of components like CLBs, DSPs, and BRAMs, etc. All
the components are categorized into block types for addressing purposes. BRAM intercon-
nect and BRAM content are categorized into different block types. Each block type has a
3-digit code which is part of the FAR. The categorization is shown in fig. 2.4.
Row Address: FPGA is divided vertically again into horizontal clock regions (HCLK).
These regions are numbered from 0, starting at the middle of the chip and incrementing
upwards. The bottom half of the chip also has the same addressing, starting with 0 at
the middle of the chip and increments downwards. However, there is the top/bottom bit
which differentiates between the top and bottom of the chip. The height of one frame is
one HCLK row.
Column Address: As shown in fig. 2.5, each block type has its own addressing starting
from 0 on the left and increases to the right. This address is called the “column address”
or “major address” or “major column.”
Minor Address: Each CLB/DSP/BRAM column is composed of a certain number of
minor addresses, also called as frames. This number varies with the type of resource. Table
2.1 shows the number of frames per each FPGA resource.
2.3 Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration
One of the key features of FPGAs is re-configurability. It is the ability to change the
8Fig. 2.4: Frame address register.
hardware functionality of the underlying circuit by altering the bitstream. Spatially recon-
figuration can be done either in full or partial modes. Full reconfiguration is the process
of changing the entire design on the FPGA to obtain a different functionality on the chip.
Virtex-II/ Virtex-II Pro, Virtex-4, and Virtex-5 have the ability to be reconfigured par-
tially, which is the process of changing only a part on the FPGA, leaving the remaining
parts unaffected. Temporally, partial reconfiguration is further classified into two types.
1. Static partial reconfiguration: Reconfiguring a portion of the chip when it is inactive
without affecting other areas of the chip.
2. Partial dynamic reconfiguration (PDR): Reconfiguring portions of the chip on the fly,
i.e., when the device is active without disturbing the operation of the rest of the chip. This
is also termed as just partial reconfiguration as static partial reconfiguration is a deprecated
feature.
Some of the terminology used with PDR is given below.
Partial Reconfigurable Region (PRR): A portion of the FPGA with predefined bound-
ary which is set to be reconfigurable.
Partial Reconfigurable Module (PRM): A module which resides in the PRR. A PRR
can have multiple PRMs, which can be interchanged during runtime through reconfigura-
tion.
9Fig. 2.5: Virtex-4 SX 35 FPGA layout.
Static Logic: All the designs/modules which are not assigned to any PRR belong to static
logic.
Bus Macros (BM): Hard macros that must be instantiated in RTL for communication
between static logic and PRRs. Any communication between static logic and PRRs has
to go through the bus macros, with the exception of clock. This is necessary as the bus
macros has the capability of locking the routing between PRRs and the static logic, making
the PRRs pin compatible with the static design. All bus macros provide a data bandwidth
of 8 bits. Bus macros should be placed in such a way that they straddle across the PRR
10
Table 2.1: Number of frames per column.







boundary. However, we should make sure that they do not straddle across a DSP or a
BRAM column. There are different kinds of bus macros provided by Xilinx based on
different factors [4].
1. Signal direction (left-to-right, right-to-left, top-to-bottom, and bottom-to-top):
The physical placement of the bus macros on the PRR region and the logical signal direction,
i.e., whether a signal is input or output determines which type of bus macro to choose from.
For example, inputs that pass through the left side of a PR region require left-to-right (l2r)
bus macro, while inputs that pass through the right side of a PR region require a right-to-
left (r2l) bus macro. In the same way, outputs from a PRR passing through a bus macro
on the left side of the region require a r2l bus macro and passing through right side will
require a l2r bus macro. Figure 2.6 shows a PRR with two inputs and two outputs.
2. Physical width (wide and narrow):
Xilinx provides narrow and wide bus macros. Wide and narrow refer to the physical width
of the bus macro, but not the bandwidth. Narrow bus macros are two CLBs wide and wide
bus macros are four CLBs wide.
3. Whether signals passing through the bus macros are registered or not (synchronous and
asynchronous):
Synchronous and asynchronous bus macros are also available from Xilinx. Synchronous bus
macros provide superior timing performance.
Outputs from a PRR can toggle unpredictably during active partial reconfiguration;
therefore, an enable signal is provided for the bus macro. When the enable signal is de-
asserted (enable = 0), the bus macro drives a constant 0 to the static design. So, a good
11
Fig. 2.6: Signal direction of bus macros.
practice is to disable the bus macro during partial reconfiguration and enable it again after
reconfiguration. Bus macro naming convention is given in fig. 2.7. The naming convention
is obtained taking into account the different types of bus macros available.
Partial Bitstream: Bitstream representing a PRM configuration.
Internal Configuration Access Port (ICAP): The ICAP primitive has four input ports
(CLK, CE, WRITE, I) and two output ports (O and BUSY) as shown in fig. 2.8. CE (clock
enable) and WRITE are active low. When the ICAP is to be set to write mode, both CE
and WRITE needs to be set low and the data needs to be sent into the I port. The BUSY
signal goes low indicating the ICAP is busy. While setting the control ports, one should
make sure that CE is high while setting WRITE. So, in this case, while setting it to write
Fig. 2.7: Naming convention of a bus macro.
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mode, WRITE should be set low before setting the CE low. The timing diagram of the
ICAP, when setting it in write mode is given in fig. 2.9. When the ICAP needs to be set
to read mode, WRITE should be left high and CE needs to be set low. If the BUSY signal
goes low during readback, it indicates that the ICAP is reading valid data. If both CE and
WRITE are driven in the same clock cycles, ICAP goes into abort stage and it does not
work. The timing diagram for the ICAP for read mode is as shown in fig. 2.10.
The ICAP primitive can be instantiated in any design and one can write their own
drivers to communicate to the ICAP. Xilinx also provides an IP core, called the HWICAP,
which can be added into the system and can be used with Xilinx provided software func-
tions. HWICAP is controlled using Microblaze [5], a soft processor core from Xilinx.
Fig. 2.8: Internal configuration access port.
Fig. 2.9: ICAP in write mode.
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As an example, an FPGA with two partial reconfigurable regions is shown in fig. 2.11.
Each PRR has three PRMs assigned to it. The user should make sure that the device
resource utilization of each PRM is less than that of the PRR, i.e., each PRR should be big
enough to accommodate the largest PRM.
Functional density on the FPGA can be improved using partial reconfiguration [6]. The
advantages of partial reconfiguration are discussed in Kao [7]. It is one of the most efficient
ways of running different applications on a single device, resulting in reduced resource
utilization per design, reduced power consumption and overall lower costs, updating the
hardware with a different configuration even remotely.
The time to configure the FPGA is directly proportional to the bitstream used to
configure the FPGA. With partial reconfiguration, one can build partial bitstream meant
for each PRM. So, by modifying only portions of the design using partial bitstreams instead
Fig. 2.10: ICAP in read mode.
Fig. 2.11: Partial dynamic reconfiguration.
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of reconfiguring the entire FPGA with a full bitstream, one can achieve shorter reconfigu-
ration times.
Several different tools have been designed to handle partial reconfiguration. However,
all these tools are cumbersome and not reliable. Also, the bus macros used in these methods
are designed manually which can be tedious and error prone. To alleviate some of these
problems, Xilinx introduced a partial reconfiguration flow, called the “early access partial
reconfiguration (EAPR)” in 2007 [8]. EAPR is introduced mainly to provide an easy user-
friendly methodology to perform PDR. With EAPR, Xilinx provides the netlists of the bus
macros which can be directly used in the design process after instantiating them in the HDL
code. EAPR also provides PR tools which integrates a tool called PlanAhead [9] and ISE
with which PDR becomes easy as all PRRs and PRMs can be defined in PlanAhead using
a graphical interface and then call ISE to generate the necessary bitstreams. The general
flow of this methodology is provided in fig. 2.12 and the flow is explained below.
HDL (Design Description): In this phase, the design is divided into static part and
reconfigurable parts depending on which parts to be reconfigured. Decisions like, number
of PRRs, number of PRMs for each PRR, which functionality (PRM) is to be implemented
in each region (PRR), are taken. All the designs are designed and synthesized in Xilinx
ISE. One needs to disable I/O buffers for the design before synthesizing as the peripheral
in which this design will be instantiated will communicate to the outside world via OPB
bus. Also, the reconfigurable modules implemented in each region should be pin compatible
and should be having the same port names. This is one of the drawbacks of EAPR as it
is difficult to maintain the same number of input/output ports for all the reconfigurable
modules.
Xilinx Platform Studio (EDK, System Level Design): The peripherals are created
in embedded development kit (EDK). The system level design is done in this tool, where all
the required peripherals such as a soft processor (used to control the system), ICAP (used
to perform reconfiguration), etc., are added and all necessary interconnections established.
Then, the design is synthesized and a netlist is created.
15
Fig. 2.12: Early access partial reconfiguration.
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PlanAhead: The design netlist created in EDK is taken as input to a tool called PlanA-
head. Then, all the peripherals are floor planned maintaining the resource utilization. The
reconfigurable regions are defined and all the reconfigurable modules for each region are
added. Then, design rule checks are performed to make sure that the floor planning com-
plies with all the rules. The design is then placed and routed using Xilinx ISE place and
route tools which will be invoked through PlanAhead. After successful place and route, the
bitgen tool is run to create full and partial bit streams.
The partial bit streams are then copied to the compact flash card. The full bitstream
is exported to EDK. The software that will be run in the soft processor is created and
compiled. A system ace file is created which combines the full bit stream and the software
which is then exported to the compact flash card. The card is then plugged into the FPGA
board so that the system ace file will program the FPGA once the board is powered on.
2.4 Partial Bitstream Relocation
The bitstream created for each PRM in the PRR is bound to that particular PRR
with respect to physical boundaries, which means the bitstream cannot be used directly
for configuring a PRR at a different location on the chip. For example, if there are two
identical PR regions with the same logic configured in each of the PRRs, the bitstream of
one PRR cannot be used to configure the second PRR as the physical location of the PRRs
is different and the bitstream contains the information of the PRRs boundaries. So, in this
case, both the bitstreams have to be stored either off chip, say in a flash card which the
FPGA reads when required or on-chip in the Block RAMs. By doing so, memory is wasted
by storing two different bitstreams with same logic.
An alternative approach is to store only one bitstream and modify the bitstream in
such a way that it can be used for other PRRs (with identical underlying resources). To do
this, one needs to understand the contents of a bitstream. A partial bitstream, generated
from bitgen [10], the Xilinx tool used to generate bitstreams, associated with a PRR can
be described as a combination of two components: frame data (FD) and commands to
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• synchronize/desynchronize with the ICAP,
• write a frame, and
• cyclic redundancy check (CRC) processing.
The frame data follows a certain set of commands, usually to set up the ICAP into write
mode and provide the frame address to which the frame data will be written. A chunk of
a partial bitstream is taken as an example and is shown in fig. 2.13.
The bitstream starts with a DUMMY (FF FF FF FF) and a SYNC (AA 99 55 66)
word, shown in red. This is followed by commands necessary to set up the ICAP into
write mode, highlighted in yellow. The word highlighted in green is the frame address
and the word following the frame address indicates the number of words to be written,
highlighted in pink. This is followed by the frame data, which is used to configure the
frame. To understand the commands in the bitstream, an in-depth understanding of how
these commands are formed is necessary.
The Virtex-4 configuration logic consists of a packet processor, a set of configuration
registers, and global signals that are controlled by the configuration registers. The packet
processor controls the flow of data from the configuration interface (ICAP) to the appro-
priate register. The registers control all other aspects of configuration.
The FPGA bitstream consists of two packet types: Type-1 and Type-2. Type-1 packet
is used for register reads and writes. The Type-1 packet header is followed by the Type-1
data section, which is the number of words indicated in the header. The Type-1 packet
header format is given in fig. 2.14 and the opcodes for different functions is shown in fig.
2.15 [11].
The Type 2 packet, which must follow a Type 1 packet, is used to write long blocks. No
address is presented here because it uses the previous Type 1 packet address. The header
section is always a 32-bit word. Following the Type 2 packet header, shown in fig. 2.16, is
the Type 2 data section, which contains the number of 32-bit words specified by the word
count portion of the header.
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Fig. 2.13: Chunk of partial bitstream.
Fig. 2.14: Type-1 packet header format.
Fig. 2.15: Opcode format.
Fig. 2.16: Type-2 packet header format.
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Fig. 2.17: Configuration registers.
All bitstream commands are executed by reading or writing to the configuration reg-
isters. Some of the commonly used registers are listed in fig. 2.17. One can refer to the
Virtex-4 configuration guide [11] to get a complete list of registers and detail explanation
of each register. One of the registers, FAR is discussed in sec. 2.2.
The partial bitstream, shown in fig. 2.13, is analyzed with respect to packets and the
FAR register. “00 00 80 40” is the frame address in the partial bitstream. Let us convert
this into binary and then partition it into separate chunks based on FAR as shown in fig. 2.4.
Frame address in binary: 0000 0000 0000 0000 1000 0000 0100 0000
FAR format: 000000000 0 000 00010 00000001 000000
Looking at the 22nd bit (0), we can say that the frame is located in the top half of the
chip. Going from left to right, the next three bits (000) gives the block type. So, the frame
can belong to either a CLB or IO or clock or DSP units. The next five bits (00010) give
the row address. This frame resides in HCLK 2. The next eight bits (00000001) gives the
major column address and the frame is located in major column 1, which is a CLB column.
The last six bits (000000) is the minor address and the addressing shows that this is the
first frame of the major column.
Now, let us take the word following the frame address, “30 00 40 29.” This word will
be partitioned into format shown in fig. 2.14.
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Binary: 0011 0000 0000 0000 0100 0000 0010 1001
Type-1 format: 001 10 00000000000010 00 00000101001
The last three bits (001) is the header type and it indicates that this is a Type-1 packet.
The next two bits (10) represent the opcode. According to fig. 2.15, the opcode is “write.”
The next 11 bits show which register it is writing to, and according to fig. 2.17, it is writing
to FDRI. The next two bits are reserved and the last 11 bits gives the number of words it
is writing to the register, which is 41, the number of words in one frame.
This bitstream can be modified, i.e., the frame addresses can be identified and can
be changed to a different address representing the physical location of another PRR and
can be used to configure the second identical PRR. This process is called partial bitstream
relocation (PBR) or just bitstream relocation. Using bitstream relocation, one can reduce
memory usage on-chip or off-chip as only one bitstream needs to be stored instead of multiple
bitstreams for identical PRRs. For the above example, by storing only one bitstream instead
of two, there will be a 50% memory savings.
2.5 Literature Review
2.5.1 Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration
An overview of the trends in the field of partial dynamic reconfiguration is provided in
Mesquita [12]. Several different tools have been developed to provide a design interface for
partial reconfiguration. Partial reconfiguration in Xilinx FPGAs is done using bus-macros
which provides an interface to the dynamic sections on the board. Manual designs using
the bus macros by hand can be tedious and error-prone. PaDReH [13] is one example
of design tool, taking SystemC [14] as an input specification and performing functional
validation, partitioning and scheduling, and reconfigurable infrastructure generation steps
to derive a reconfigurable bit-stream, ready to be loaded on an FPGA. Caronte [15] takes
a somewhat different tool chain approach by utilizing Xilinx EDK (embedded development
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kit). JPG [16] is a tool which generates partial bitstreams in the partial reconfiguration
flow. JPG provides a java interface in order to aid in the partial bitstream generation.
FIGARO [17] provides a partial reconfiguration tool for Atmel FPGAs. In Sedcole et al. [18],
arbitrary-sized reconfigurable modules are supported through a technique called bit-stream
merging, in which regions within a frame can be reconfigured by reading the frame’s current
bit-stream, merging it with the new bit-stream, then writing the merged bit-stream back
to the frame. This allows for partial reconfiguration regions to share bit frames which is
not possible with the Xilinx partial reconfiguration flow. In Diessel and Milne [19], they
use Circal process algebra as input to the system to derive and generate the reconfigurable
modules to be used in the system. Other partial reconfiguration tools perform real-time
monitoring and decision making in reconfiguring the blocks. A tool has been developed
which monitors current FPGA status and determines how modules should be swapped in
and out [20]. It also performs defragmentation by rearranging unused LUTs into contiguous
blocks to open up larger areas to be able to be used by the incoming modules. In Tan and
Demara [21] and Singhal and Bozorgzadeh [22], they reconfigure only the non-common parts
and not reconfigure the common parts such as adders, multiplexers, or register banks. This
reduces reconfiguration time, but can introduce extra delay if additional routing is required
between components. The current limitation of partial dynamic reconfiguration is the time
to reconfigure the dynamic section with the new functionality and co-processor that controls
the reconfiguration.
2.5.2 Partial Bitstream Relocation
Techniques for PBR can be classified based on the following five criteria: (a) Location of
processor that manipulates the bitstream: on-chip or off-chip; (b) Type of on-chip processor:
hardware or software; (c) Bitstream storage for on-chip processing: on-chip BRAMs or off-
chip Flash memory; (d) Type of wrapper used to communicate with internal communication
access port (ICAP): Xilinx provided hardware ICAP (HWICAP) or a custom wrapper; (e)
Type of relocation supported: relocation to identical or non-identical PRRs. Existing works
on PBR are analyzed based on these criteria in the next section. PARBIT [23] is one of the
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earliest tools developed to support PBR. This tool runs on an off-chip processor. It extracts
a partial bitstream from a bitstream file and transforms it to be relocated to a new PRR.
pBITPOS [24] is one of the earliest tools that can relocate BRAMs and 18×18 multipliers.
This tool is similar to PARBIT and targets Virtex II and Virtex II Pro family of FPGAs.
REPLICA [25] is a dedicated hardware relocation filter that transforms the bitstream when
it is being downloaded from off-chip memory. This approach targets Virtex-E devices, can
relocate to identical PRRs, and has no support for relocating PRRs containing BRAMs or
18×18 multipliers. The next version, REPLICA2Pro [26], is similar to REPLICA, but has
support for relocating PRRs containing BRAMs and 18×18 multipliers, and targets Virtex
II and Virtex II Pro family of FPGAs. While REPLICA is implemented using an additional
FPGA device, REPLICA2Pro is implemented on the same FPGA as the one containing
source and destination PRRs. REPLICA [25] and REPLICA2Pro [26] use a custom wrapper
to communicate with ICAP. BiRF [27] is yet another hardware-based relocation filter that
communicates to the ICAP via a custom wrapper. In addition to Virtex II Pro FPGAs,
this approach can target Virtex 4 and 5 series of FPGAs. Montminy et al. [28] proposed a
software-based approach to perform relocation and use an embedded processor (Microblaze)
to modify the partial bitstream. Communication to ICAP is provided via a Xilinx IP
core called the hardware internal configuration access port (HWICAP) wrapper. Carver
et al. [29] also transform the relocatable bitstream on an embedded Microblaze processor.
However, they rely on on-chip BRAM to store a copy of the bitstream. They target Virtex 4
series of FPGAs. Becker et al. [30] proposed a software driver for the HWICAP core, which
parses a stored bitstream, identifies and modifies the frame addresses, and relocates it to a
destination PRR. This driver is executed on an embedded soft-core processor (Microblaze) of
a Xilinx FPGA. Further speed-up in the process of relocation can be obtained with the help
of custom circuits in hardware that can communicate directly with the ICAP and perform
relocation. This method is novel compared to all of the above techniques as it has the
ability to relocate to non-identical regions on a device. They read a bitstream from off-chip
flash memory and relocate using software running on an embedded Microblaze processor
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talking to the HWICAP wrapper. Bitstream relocation techniques to date have focused
on reading inactive bitstreams stored in memory, on-chip or off-chip, whose contents are
generated for a specific PRR and modified on demand for configuration into a PRR at a
different location. All of the above techniques rely on reading a copy of a bitstream residing
in memory. Memory requirements are satisfied in two ways: (i) Using on-chip BRAMs,
which are limited and expensive; and (ii) Using off-chip memories, which are slow. All
the approaches also recalculate the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) value, while performing
relocation. While on-chip software-based [30] and hardware-based [27] PBR techniques
have been realized, the speed of such techniques is affected by the need to access partial




The general block diagram of the existing bitstream relocation techniques is shown in
fig. 3.1, where a soft processor or a dedicated hardware reads the bitstream from a flash
card off-chip or from BRAM on the chip, and modifies the frame addresses in the bitstream
to target a new location and writes it to the ICAP, thus configuring the destination PRR.
In this thesis, I present a novel PRR-PRR relocation technique that works directly on
frame data bits, and not on partial bitstream like all preceding techniques, thus eliminating
the need to store partial bitstreams.
PRR-PRR relocation technique generates source and destination addresses of each
frame in the PRRs, reads the frame data from an active PRR (source) in a nonintrusive
manner, and writes it to destination PRR, hence eliminating the need to store any partial
bitstreams. A discussion of the top-level algorithm for the proposed PRR-PRR relocation
technique is followed by a detailed description of an analytical model that is proposed to
evaluate the performance of the proposed relocation technique.
3.1 PRR-PRR Relocation Algorithm
When a design residing in a PRR (source) needs to be relocated into another PRR
(destination), source and destination addresses of these PRRs are given as inputs to the
algorithm; shown in fig. 3.2. The algorithm then analyzes the addresses and generates the
first frame address for source and destination regions. These frame addresses are provided
to the function, “relocate,” which reads the frame data from the source region stores it in
memory and then copies it back to the destination region. This process is repeated until all
the frames in the source PRR are read and written to the destination PRR. If the source
or the destination PRR is on the other side of the chip (source being in the top half and
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Fig. 3.1: Bitsream relocation technique.
destination being in the bottom half or vice versa), BitReversal will reverse all the bits in
the frame to make a mirror image of the frame before storing it in the memory.
3.2 Performance Model
To understand and appreciate the salient features of the novel algorithm, an analytical
model is designed that can be used to estimate and analyze its performance for a given
partial reconfigurable design on a Virtex 4 SX35 FPGA. In this discussion, time is measured
in terms of number of clock cycles and a word represents 32 bits. From fig. 3.2, we observe
that the proposed relocation algorithm operates on multiple frames (one frame at a time).
Number of frames (nFrames) depends on two factors: (1) Design size, and (2) Generation
of PRR using EAPR tool flow from Xilinx. Time to relocate each frame is composed of
top three variables listed in Table 3.1. Overall time taken to relocate all the frames in the
source PRR is calculated as shown in eq. (3.1).
TOverall = nFrames× (TreadFD + TwriteFD
+isOppHalf × TbitReversal) (3.1)
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Fig. 3.2: Top-level algorithm of proposed PRR-PRR relocation technique.
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Table 3.1: Variables used in the proposed performance model.
Name Description
TreadFD Time taken to read FD from ICAP
TbitReversal
Time taken to reverse bits in case the frame is relocated to
the opposite half of the FPGA
TwriteFD Time taken to write FD to ICAP
T syncRdCmdsgen
Time taken to generate set-up commands, and store them in
a buffer
T syncRdCmdswriteICAP Time taken to write set-up commands to ICAP
TFDreadICAP Time taken to read FD from ICAP
T desyncCmdsgen
Time taken to generate de-synchronization commands, and
store them in a buffer
T desyncCmdswriteICAP Time taken to write de-synchronization commands to ICAP
Reading FD from ICAP is a three step process. The first step comprises of a sequence
of set-up commands to synchronize the ICAP and setting it in “read” mode. The second
step is the process of reading the FD from ICAP and storing it in a FIFO buffer. The third
step comprises of a sequence of de-synchronization commands to terminate the reading
process. Writing data to ICAP follows a similar process, with the only difference being the
sequence of set-up commands sent to the ICAP. Time taken to read FD is computed as the
sum of the last five variables listed in Table 3.1. Similarly, time taken to write FD can also
be computed. It can now be observed that there are three fundamental components of the
proposed performance model: Tαgen, T
β
writeICAP , and T
γ
readICAP . Each of these fundamental
components (ex., T βwriteICAP ) depend on the number of words in the data begin processed
(β) and are computed as sum of ToverheadW and Twrite(x). Here, ToverheadW is the time
taken to write “zero” words to ICAP. In other words, it is the time taken to start writing to
the ICAP. Twrite(x) is the time taken to write x words to the ICAP, where x is the number
of words in the data being written to ICAP (β). Both ToverheadW and Twrite(x) depend
on the type of implementation and the type of interface used to communicate with ICAP.
Similar formulas to compute Tαgen and T
γ




In this thesis, two ways are presented to use active frame data bits as sources of the
relocation process. In sec. 4.1, a software-based approach is presented and in sec. 4.2, a
hardware-based approach is presented.
4.1 PRR-PRR Software
The algorithm described in the sec. 3.1 was implemented on a soft processor, Xilinx
Microblaze, that talks to the ICAP using the Xilinx HWICAP IP core via the OPB, as
shown in fig. 4.1. Low-level device drivers are provided by Xilinx to communicate with
HWICAP and these drivers are used to read all the frames from the source PRR and write
it to an identical destination PRR.
Fig. 4.1: Software implementation of PRR-PRR algorithm.
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The low-level functions provided by Xilinx to read and write one frame is shown in fig.
4.2. For reading one frame, the user needs to specify the frame address by giving all the
five components (top/bottom, block type, row address, MajorFrame, and MinorFrame) of
the frame address to form the FAR.
These functions are used in a loop to read one frame from the source PRR and write it
to the destination PRR until all the frames are relocated. HWICAP has an internal buffer
where this frame will be stored from where the write function will read and write it to the
ICAP to configure the frame in the destination region.
4.2 PRR-PRR Hardware - Accelerated Relocation Circuit (ARC)
A hardware architecture is designed to realize the PRR-PRR methodology, which is
termed, “Accelerated Relocation Circuit (ARC)” after testing the new algorithm in software.
The general system architecture is shown in fig. 4.3.
ARC consists of three main components: (1) FAR Generator, (2) Relocator, and (3)
ICAP Wrapper. Physical location of the source and destination PRRs on the FPGA are
represented using two 16-bit words (SrcPRR and DestPRR). Figure 4.4 shows the formation
of the 16-bit address.
The 16-bits are divided into four sections: top/bottom bit (1 bit), row address (5 bits),
starting major column (5 bits), and ending major column (5 bits). It is to be noted here
Fig. 4.2: Functions to read and write one frame.
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Fig. 4.3: Hardware implementation of PRR-PRR algorithm.
Fig. 4.4: 16-bit address of a PRR on the FPGA.
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that the row address does not have a start and end address because ARC can handle only
PR regions that fit in one HCLK row.
The top-level block diagram of ARC is shown in fig. 4.5. SrcPRR, DestPRR, and the
control signals (reset and go) are received from the Microblaze, or any on-chip soft processor
in a Xilinx Virtex 4 FPGA. A subtle advantage of ARC is that the top-level controller logic
is fairly simple and can also be realized using a simple state machine instead of software code
running on a Microblaze processor. Remainder of this section discusses the sub-modules of
ARC.
4.2.1 FAR Generator
The functionality of the FAR Generator is shown in fig. 4.6. It is responsible for
decoding SrcPRR and DestPRR and uses the decoded information to generate the complete
sequence of frame addresses for the source and destination PRRs. FAR generator executes
two instances of the GenerateFAR module to decode SrcPRR and DestPRR and generate
FARSrc and FARDest. Upon generation of both FARSrc and FARDest, a control signal
(Relocatorgo) is sent to the relocator. Proposed FAR generator is capable of autonomous
generation of the complete sequence of FARs for relocating an entire PRR. Information
about the type of block (BlockType DSP48,CLB,BRAM) corresponding to a major column
address is required for generating an FAR and the sequence of BlockTypes (BlockTypeList)
can be derived for any given Virtex 4 FPGA. After generating a single FAR, each instance
of the GenerateFAR module waits for the Relocatordone signal before generating the next
FAR.
4.2.2 Relocator
Proposed architecture for the Relocator module is governed by a state machine and the
corresponding state transition diagram is shown in fig. 4.7. Based on the values of FARSrc
and FARDest, the Relocator module reads one frame from the source PRR and writes the
frame to the destination PRR. Functionality of the relocator module is split into two phases:
(i) Readback phase (Read Done = 0), and (ii) Write phase (Read Done = 1). During the
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Fig. 4.5: Block diagram of ARC.
readback phase, the relocator module sets the mode of ICAP operation (ICAP MODE)
to “write” and then sends the readback command sequence (RCS) to ICAP. RCS consists
of the following: (a) commands to synchronize with the ICAP, (b) command to set the
command register (CMD) to read configuration, (c) FARSrc, and (d) number of words to
read from ICAP. The RCS to read one frame is shown in fig. 4.8. After sending RCS,
the relocator sets the ICAP into “read” mode to read one frame. To read one frame from
ICAP, it is required to read a combination of 83 words that includes one dummy word,
one pad frame (41 words), and one data frame (41 words) [11]. This combination of 83
words is termed as frame data. A BRAM module is used to temporarily store the FD. The
size of this BRAM module is 128 × 32-bit. After the FD is read, the relocator sets the
ICAP MODE to “write” and sends the de-sync commands to ICAP. The de-sync command
sequence is shown in fig. 4.9.
With de-syncing with the ICAP, readback phase is completed and the writing phase
begins. In this phase, a write command sequence (WCS), which contains FARDest, is
written to the ICAP. The write command sequence is shown in fig. 4.10. FD is fetched
from BRAM and data frame and pad frame are written to ICAP. The data frame has to be
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Fig. 4.6: FAR generator.
written first and then the pad frame follows. This is the order to be written while writing
a frame, hence writing 82 words.
De-sync commands are sent to ICAP, with which the writing phase will be done, after
which a Relocatordone signal is sent to FAR generator which generates the next pair of
FARs. This process is repeated until all frames in source PRR are relocated to destination
PRR, after which the FAR generator sends a “done” signal to the Microblaze. Additional
processing is required to relocate the design if the source and destination PRRs are located
on opposite halves of the chip. Data coming out of ICAP needs to be bit reversed and
stored in BRAM as a mirror image to the source frame. In the proposed architecture, this
processing is performed on the fly, thereby removing any possible timing overhead at the
cost of minimal area overhead (for bit reversal).
4.2.3 ICAP Wrapper
ICAP wrapper instantiates the ICAP primitive which gets its input control signals and
input data from the relocator module. The output of this wrapper is sent to the memory
(BRAM) to store the information coming out of the ICAP.
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Fig. 4.7: State diagram of the relocator module.
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Fig. 4.8: Read command sequence.
Fig. 4.9: De-Sync command sequence.
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Fig. 4.10: Write command sequence.
4.3 Performance Analysis
A comparative performance analysis of the hardware and software implementations
of PRR-PRR relocation algorithm is provided here. Performance is estimated using the
proposed analytical model for relocating a single frame. Table 4.1 shows a comparative
listing (software vs ARC) of the various timing estimates for the variables defined in the
proposed model.
At different stages in the relocation process, a sequence of commands is generated. In
the software implementation, the commands are generated in sequence and written to a
buffer before writing it to ICAP. In hardware, the commands are hardcoded and written
directly to ICAP. Tαgen values for software implementation are much higher (for different α’s).
For the software implementation, we observe that there is considerable overhead associated
with the process of communicating with ICAP (ToverheadW and ToverheadR). Corresponding
numbers for the hardware implementation are much smaller. Once the ICAP is ready, time
taken to write (or read) x words is x clock cycles (in case of ARC) and is some function
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Tαgen x 1 f1(x)
ToverheadW n/a 4 81
ToverheadR n/a 4 81
Twrite(x) x x f2(x)
Tread(x) x x f3(x)
T syncRdCmdsgen 18 1 691
T syncRdCmdswriteICAP 18 22 100
TFDreadICAP 83 87 154
T desyncCmdsgen 4 1 149
T desyncCmdswriteICAP 4 8 81
TreadFD n/a 119 1175
T syncWrCmdsgen 24 1 1024
T syncRdCmdswriteICAP 18 22 100
TFDwriteICAP 82 86 260
T desyncCmdsgen 4 1 149
T desyncCmdswriteICAP 4 8 81
TwriteFD n/a 118 1614
TbitReversal 82 0 13310
Toverall n/a 237 16099
of x (in case of software). Table 4.1 lists the values for other variables in the performance
model and also lists the overall time. In this table, some values are represented as fi(x),
which indicates that the value is a function of the number of words (x) and is much larger
than x. In case of relocation to opposite half of FPGA, bit-reversal needs to be performed.
This is a time consuming process in software as it involves reading the sequence of bits from
the frame buffer into a temporary buffer, reversing the bits, and then storing it back into
the original buffer. This process involves a large number of sequential memory transactions
(in a software implementation) and takes 13310 clock cycles. In hardware, bit-reversal is
performed on the fly, and does not require any additional clock cycles. Overall time taken




The proposed software and hardware (ARC) approaches were implemented and tested
to run at 100 MHz on a Virtex 4 SX35 FPGA based ML402 evaluation board [31]. Xilinx
ISE tool flow is used to synthesize, map, place, and route the design. Each project is
implemented using the EAPR tool flow from Xilinx [8]. The approaches are compared
against estimates of performance of BiRF [27] and the relocation approach proposed by
Carver et al. [29], based on information available in the respective publications. Test cases
used to evaluate the different approaches are of two types, as listed below.
• Dynamically scalable systolic array designs [2]: Number of processing elements (PE)
can be increased during runtime, thus requiring the relocation of a single PE design
to an empty PRR. In Table 5.1, test cases 1-6 belong to this type.
• Fault tolerant designs [1]: Relocation is required to replace a faulty circuit. In Table
5.1, test case 7 belongs to this type.
Before testing the above test cases, a simple project is implemented to show the reloca-
tion performed by ARC. Two designs are taken, an up counter and a down counter. These
designs are manually placed on the chip in PlanAhead as shown in fig. 5.1.
The up counter is assigned to PRR A, one of the down counters to PRR B, and the
other down counter to PRR C. PRR C is specifically taken to show relocation to the other
side of the meridian in the chip. As shown in fig. 5.1, PRR A is located in the top half of
the chip in HCLK (row address) 2. The PRR starts at major column 1 and ends at major
column 2. Both the major columns in this PRR are CLB columns. So, the 16-bit address
for this PRR is obtained as shown in fig. 5.2.
The 16-bit address obtained for PRR A is 0x0822. The addresses for other two PRR
regions are obtained in the same manner. First, the source PRR is taken as PRR A, which
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Fig. 5.1: PRRs placed for ARC implementation.
Fig. 5.2: Address of PRR A.
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is the up counter and the destination PRR is taken as PRR B which is the down counter
in the top half of the chip. So, the 32-bit address that has to be supplied to ARC will be
0x08220422, 0x0422 being the address of PRR B.
Figure 5.3 shows the waveforms, showing the output of the up counter and down
counter. These wave form are obtained using a Xilinx tool called, ChipScope Pro [32],
which can be used to tap signals and observe them during run-time, i.e., when operating
on the FPGA. The wave form of down counter can be seen distored after a few clock
cycles, indicating the relocation ARC is performing by reading frames from PRR A and
copying them to PRR B. While relocation, PRR B outputs garbage value as the frames are
being changed one by one. Figure 5.4 shows the starting seven clock cycles from which the
operating of up counter and down counter can be seen clearly. After the relocation, a reset
signal has to be sent to the down counter to reset all the flip flops in the design. After the
reset, the down counter in PRR B, which was counting down, starts counting up as shown
in fig. 5.5.
Fig. 5.3: Designs before relocation.
Fig. 5.4: Functionality of designs.
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Fig. 5.5: Designs after relocation.
The Resource estimates of ARC and the comparisons are shown in Table 5.2. The
footprint shown is on a Virtex 4 SX35 chip. To estimate the number of BRAMs, the
microblaze is instantiated with 64KB of memory.
Table 5.1 shows the relocation times for the various test cases. It is observed that the
proposed software implementation provides slower relocation times for all test cases when
compared with the software implementation proposed by Carver et al. [29].
For relocating to the same half of FPGA, performance of our software implementation is
found to be 1.7 times slower (2.53 for relocation to opposite half). But, a major disadvantage
of Carver et al. [29] is additional BRAM requirement to store the partial bitstream, as listed
in Table 5.2.
Proposed ARC is compared with BiRF [27]. When the source and destination PRRs
are on the same half of the FPGA, an average speed up of 153× is observed. This speed-
up can be attributed to the fact that BiRF requires off-chip communication to read the
bitstream that needs to be relocated. There is insufficient information about relocation
to the other half of the FPGA using BiRF, and hence performance cannot be reasonably
estimated. We also observed that the difference between estimated performance results
(using proposed model) and actual results (using implementation on FPGA) is less than
5% for all test cases.
Proposed relocation algorithm is applicable to any Virtex 4 FPGA as long as source
and destination PRRs are floor planned to have identical set of device primitives and rout-
ing resources. Accelerating relocation can have a major impact on performance, under
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Table 5.1: Time taken (in ms) for relocation using proposed approaches and related ap-




























Systolic Array PE (not using DSP48)
1 Faddeev [1] 195 31159 14 0.48 5.77 22.24 84.7 3.38 8.86




432 68469 30 1.07 12.79 49.26 186.1 7.42 19.47
Systolic Array PE (using DSP48)
4 Faddeev [1] 195 32349 15 0.48 5.77 22.24 87.9 3.5 9.2




432 65261 29 1.07 12.79 49.26 177.3 7.07 18.56
Non Systolic Array (using DSP48)
7 DWT [2] 303 47897 21 0.75 8.97 34.55 130.2 5.19 13.62
Table 5.2: Resource requirements of ARC and BiRF (Microblaze is instantiated with 64
KB of memory).
Relocation Architecture LUTs FFs BRAMs
ARC (with Microblaze) 2787 1928 33
ARC (with state machine) 1072 686 1
BiRF 2047 1574 32
two conditions: (i) Relocation time is comparable to actual execution time, and (ii) Fast
relocation is required to respond to a particular event.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, relocation in FPGAs is discussed and the disadvantages with the re-
location techniques to date have been observed. This work proposes a novel PRR-PRR
relocation algorithm to read frame data directly from an active PRR and relocate it to
a destination PRR on the fly, thus accelerating the relocation and removing the need to
store any temporary copies of bitstreams. This algorithm is implemented in two ways: (i) a
software solution, and (ii) dedicated hardware architecture called the accelerated relocation
circuit (ARC). An analytical model is also proposed to evaluate the performance of both
software and hardware solutions. Proposed technique is tested on a Virtex 4 SX35 FPGA
and performance is compared against two state of the art techniques. An average speed-up
of 153× for ARC over BiRF is observed, with the additional advantage of not storing any
bitstreams, thus saving invaluable BRAMs. Accuracy of proposed analytical model was
found to be more than 95% for the seven test cases.
The main challenge in this thesis is to understand how the ICAP primitive works. ICAP
was used to read and write frames to perform relocation and to find the right sequence
of commands to read and write was challenging. Also, ICAP cannot be simulated like
other device primitives. This made the debugging the designs very tough until a Xilinx
tool, ChipScope Pro, was used to do real-time debugging. This work also required to
understand the bitstream through some reverse engineering in order invent this novel PRR-
PRR algorithm.
Some of the features that can be added to ARC are given below.
1. ARC can be extended to different Virtex-4 devices. It can also be extended to other
families of FPGAs.
2. ARC can be improved to handle PRR’s which span more than one HCLK row.
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3. Relocation to non-identical regions can be added as a new feature to ARC.
4. The time to read a frame can be optimized by reading only the data frame, and not the
pad frame.
5. PDR capability can be added to ARC, which can be used to configure a PRR using a
bitstream when the configuration data is not available on the chip.
6. Another solution when the configuration data is not available on the chip, is to read the
configuration data off a PRR before wiping it out to configure with a new functionality,
store it in BRAM temporarily and configure it back to a PRR when required.
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